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Executive summary

This Needs and Challenges Analysis Report presents the findings of the research phase of the
“Counter Hate” project (project ID 2018-2-LV02-KA205-002155). This document was built
using data collection through online questionnaires carried out in four countries - Latvia,
Bulgaria, Spain and Austria. This survey research was conducted as part of KA2 project
“Counter Hate”, Strategic Partnership in the field of youth, supported by Erasmus+
Programme.
The purpose of the survey was to identify the level of knowledge as well as needs and
challenges of youth workers to counter hate speech. The survey was developed for all youth
workers, volunteers, professionals who work in sectors where they come into contact with
young people.
Aim of the survey: To contribute in the right way at the necessity to tackle and prevent online
hate speech among youth, each partner once project get approved will start to conduct local
focus groups with the aim of gathering data related to online hate speech.

Target group: active youth workers that are based in EU (with a special focus on the 4
countries that participate on the project- Latvia, Bulgaria, Spain and Austria) and work with
refugees.

Specific objectives:
- understand the knowledge that youth workers have about Hate Speech
- to grasp if youth workers have experience in dealing with Hate Speech and, if yes, using
with methods and/or which tools
- identify if youth workers have enough tools/methods to effectively deal or prevent hate
speech and in case not, what is missing or what would help to gain and develop the right tools
The results of the survey will be used for the elaboration and development of the e-learning
courses of the project.
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Project Description

Aim: Counter Hate focuses on promoting high-quality youth work in the social and digital
field. The project aims to create innovative resources for youth work. These priorities are also
the priorities of the participating organization which have gained significant experience in the
field of digital education and social work. Supports the introduction of specialized training
and e-learning courses for all youth organizations staff. Youth workers will understand how
social media is used to recruit followers to the hate speech narrative and how monitor and
analyses Internet and social media data and messages relatives to the phenomenon.

Objectives:
- Contributing to a better understanding of how Internet and social media can be used
for preventing and combating online hate speech against migrants and refugees with
targeted tools, responses, and best practices;
- Analysing hate speeches more rapidly and, specifically, better identifying and
understanding anti-migrant and anti-refugee hatred online, also in order to prevent
radicalisation leading to violent extremism;
- Proactively targeting the needs of different target stakeholder groups (in particular,
youth organisations and NGO) and supporting them in the fight against racism and
xenophobia;
- Improving, monitoring and reporting capabilities on hate speech online following the
social media reporting rules of Council of Europe;
- Breaking down anti-migrant and anti-refugee stereotypes and reducing fear of crime
and social distress.
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Introduction
This online questionnaire was developed to identify the needs and challenges of youth
workers and educators in tackling hate speech. The survey’s results estimates the level of
experience of youth workers from the four countries when dealing with hate speech and
especially towards refugees. Moreover, with the survey the project team was able to analyze
the concrete gaps in terms of skills, knowledge and competences needed to equip youth
workers and educators to efficiently combat hate speech both on- and offline. Furthermore,
based on the questionnaire there will be e-learning course developed. The e-learning training
program will help youth workers to reduce the challenges experienced so far. More
specifically, it will contribute for the deeper understanding of hate speech concept, policies
and legislation, successful campaigns against hate speech and suggest effective tools and
methods. All the e-learning materials will be flexible and adaptable for use in the widest
possible range of on- and off-line environments.
The e-learning modules will be designed by project partners taking in consideration the results
these questionnaires. With this Needs and Challenges Analysis Report we will provide
research findings in a way that they can provide the basis for further developments in the
project, particularly Intellectual output 1.
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Methodology
The Questionnaire was prepared by Alternativi International in English, with inputs from all
partners, based on their experience. After several feedback rounds with contribution of all
partner organizations, a final agreement on the survey questions, design and wording was
achieved.
The survey was developed using online EUSurvey service, an European Commission´s
official survey management tool, fully accessible and designed to take no longer than 10
minutes to complete. This allowed for the survey to be disseminated across different
countries. There were few ways and approaches for the survey to be disseminated among
target groups -through e-mail, face-to face activities, training sessions, staff meetings,
discussion with organization’s partners, etc.
The design and development of the survey was based on the objectives of the overall aims and
objectives of project as well as the survey itself. A combination of closed (single and multiple
choice questions) and open-ended questions was used to collect comprehensive and
meaningful data.
The project target was to receive at least 280 questionnaires in all partner countries (min. 70
questionnaires per country), however there was no maximum threshold set.
The template of the questionnaire in English language is annexed at the end of the report
(Annex 1).
In total, 297 questionnaires were completed in Latvia, Austria, Spain and Bulgaria from
November 15th of November till February 1st,2019 that provided the main source of data for
this report. The number of fulfilled questionnaires by the target group show significant
credibility and validity to the sample and therefore to the conclusions that can be drawn from
it.
The project consortium was keen to capture the views and opinions of youth workers,
volunteers, professionals who work directly with young people regarding the hate speech both
online and offline.
The survey was carried out anonymously and respondents were not asked to provide their
names or any identifying details.
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Key findings
(Q 1) COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE
The survey was extensively disseminated among youth workers and project managers
involved in the NGO sector, also among volunteers and social media experts. The partner
consortium within the project is composed mainly by Non-Governmental Organizations
working in the field of youth and having background in implementing projects on the topic of
“No Hate” and how to tackle and combat hate. The project team is composed by NGOs
located in Austria, Bulgaria, Latvia and Spain. All of the partners implemented a similar
strategy for dissemination to the target group and we all ensured that survey was written
understandable since the target participants involved in it represented variety of countries. As
expected, a significant percentage of those who completed the survey were residents from the
partner countries (figure 1):
- Austria – 58 people (19.529%);
- Bulgaria – 72 people (24,242%);
- Latvia – 87 people (29.293%);
- Spain – 72 people (24,242%);
- Other – 8 people (2,694%).
As shown on figure 1 the survey also went beyond the partnership consortium countries and
have a wider representative group. 8 out of 301 people who filled the survey were from other
European countries such as (Germany, Romania, Lithuania, Estonia, Croatia) and NonEuropean countries (Serbia).
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Figure 1 – Distribution of participants in the survey per country
(Q 2) Age group
The majority of respondents are from 2 main age groups which are the following:
-

18 – 24 years old with 124 answers or 41,751% ;
25 – 40 years old with 122 answers or 41,077%;

The rest of the answers are allocated as follows:
-

17 – or younger: 14 answers (4,714%);
41 – 60 years old: 32 answers (10,774%);
60 + years old: 5 answers (1.684%).

This key findings also show that the majority of the survey respondents were people who are
most likely to be active youth workers/18-40 years old/.
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Figure 2 - Distribution of participants per age

(Q 3) GENDER
In fact, the first finding of our survey showed that 50,168% or 149 of the respondents
are female and 46, 465% or 138 male participants and 3,367 % or 10 people who took the
survey didn’t indicate their gender. The data implies that both female and male are interested
in the topic however female participation is little bit higher with approximately 4%.

Figure 3 - Distribution of participants per gender
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(Q 4) Occupation
The next question of the survey corresponds with the occupation that people filling the
questionnaire have. The results show that:
-

youth worker – 91 people (30,64%);
project manager – 82 people (27,609%);
volunteer – 83 people (27,946%);
social media expert – 17 people (5,724%);
other – 23 people (7,744%)

We can see a clear balance between people who are working as project manager (27,
609%) and youth workers (30,64%). The data from the survey also implies that 23 people
or (5,724%) out of 301 who filled the report have a occupation in different fields such as:
project assistant, Pr, trainer, MD in pension, Physician, consultant for economic questions,
finance of projects, social worker, entrepreneur, administrator, teacher, coordinator of
volunteers and web designer. Having such a diversity in the context of occupation will help
analyzing hate speech and its forms from different point of views and perspectives.
Moreover, it means that the survey will represent different contexts by analyzing the hate
speech from various points of view which is rather essential-this way the Consortium can
use the experience of diverse group of experts tackling hate speech in a different way
corresponding to their role.

Distribution of participants per occupation
30,64%
27,69%

27,95%

7,74%
5,72%

0

OCCUPATION
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Project manager

Volunteer

Social media expert

Other

Figure 4 - Distribution of participants per occupation
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No answer

(Q 5) Have you ever been a witness of hate speech?
Nowadays they are many researches whish shows that hate speech is all around
people. The results shown on figure 5 show the answers of question 5: “Have you ever been a
witness of hate speech?”. However the results show that 161 people or 54,209% have been
witness of hate speech and 136 people or 45,791% answered there have never been. Those
who answered as also shared what type of hate speech they have been witness. More than
80% of the people shared they witness hate speech online and in social network. Another
place where they saw hate speech in public spaces as well. Furthermore, having 80% of the
responds marked as hate speech online shows clearly the tendency of the increasing role of
social media for spreading hate speech and the need of effective tools of youth work to
combat it.
The small difference in the numbers between the 2 answer is quite surprising, knowing form
before other the results from other researches. However with the next questions the survey
tries to give a more detail information about hate speech and people’s opinion.

Have you ever been a witness
of hate speech?

46%

54%

Yes
No

Figure 5 - Have you ever been a witness of hate speech?

(Q 6) If you are witnessing hate speech in public (ex. public transport/ supermarket/ on the
street) what would you do/ how are you going to react?
We leave in a time when all people have human rights and there many organizations
which take care for observing of these rights. A big interest for the project team is how people
react when they are witnessing hate speech in public. The results of this question show that 86
people (28,956%) are ready to intervene right away and tell the aggressor to stop and defend
the opressed person until the situation is resolved and in the same time 76 people (25,589%)
will try to intervene but if the person is too aggressive will step out of the situation. 49 people
which in percentage is 16,498% won’t interrupt and will continue with daily routine. 15,825%
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(47 people) of the respondents declare that will intervene in the situation if someone else
intervenes first. The percentage of people who are not willing to intervene but will film/ take a
photo of the situation and post it online to raise awareness is 11,111% which is equal to 33
people. There are 6 respondents (2,020%) who state take another type of action (will try to
talk with the victim, call the police, wait till find out of the victim can protect him/herself). As
shown on figure 6 more than 70% will intervene under on or another circumstances if they are
witnessing hate speech. The various responses, having in mind that thy come from active
youth workers, PM, etc, show that there is not only one right approach to answering to hate
speech, but rather that the youth workers need to be equipped with effective knowledge, skills
and competences, as well as flexibility, in order to be able to choose the right approach to
apply in each and every case they face.

Figure 6 - If you are witnessing hate speech in public (ex. public transport/ supermarket/ on
the street) what would you do/ how are you going to react?
(Q 7) Do you think hate speech is more common online then offline?
Our next question asked the respondents to differentiate if hate speech is more common
online than offline. According to the received data, the results give a clear answer to the
question. 220 of the people who filled the form or 74,074% believe that hate speech is more
common online than offline. 23,232% or 69 people think that offline hate speech is more
common than online. As shown of the figure 7 there are 8 people or in percentage 2,694%
who answered other. 7 out of those 8 are not sure if online is more common than offline. With
more than 70% of the respondents marking online hate speech as more common nowadays we
can clearly see the important role of social media-both as platform for free expression of
young people as well as free expression of hatred online. Moreover, this shows the urgent
necessity for strategic steps to be taken in order to make social media safe spaces for young
people, thus youth work has its crucial role in providing proper skills and training first to
youth workers to be able to reach out youth in an effective and engaging way, to provide
12

consultation to raise the media literacy of young people and make them aware of social media
usage, tackling freedom of expression and hate speech online.

DO YOU THINK HATE SPEECH IS MORE COMMON
ONLINE THEN OFFLINE?
Yes

No

Other

3%
23%

74%

Figure 7 - Do you think hate speech is more common online then offline?
(Q 8) Do you think online hate speech can influence and lead to acts of aggression in reality?
With our next question we asked the participants in the survey about their opinion whether
online hate speech can influence and lead to acts of aggression in reality. The results
give us a clear view about their opinion. 258 people of in percentage 86,869% said
that according to them hate speech can influence and lead to acts of aggression in
reality. 39 people or 13,131% think that hate speech cannot influence and lead to act of
aggression in reality. On figure 8 you can see diagram representing how people
answered. Once more, the results are self explanatory-our respondents, experts from
various fields, share their opinion, based on solid experience, that online hate speech
can and do lead to forms of aggression and violence offline. That, once more shows
how sensitive youth workers need to be regarding human hate speech online and that
urgent steps need to be applied n order to provide effective measures, based on human
rights education.
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DO YOU THINK ONLINE HATE SPEECH CAN INFLUENCE
AND LEAD TO ACTS OF AGGRESSION IN REALITY?
Yes

No

13%

87%

Figure 8 - Do you think online hate speech can influence and lead to acts of aggression in
reality?
(Q 9) Do you think that hate speech online increased in recent years?
Nowadays there are many researches which aim to find out if hate speech has increased in
recent years. That’s why with our next question we are willing to understand the opinion of
the participants if hate speech online increased in recent years. The answers we received show
that 67,677% or that means 201 people believe that hate speech online increased in recent
years. 58 people think that hate speech online did not increased in past years. In percentage
19,529% people think that hate speech online did not increased in past years. 12,795% which
means 38 people had problems to differ of hate speech online increased or not and they
answer with “Don’t know”. On figure 9 is shown the percentage division of the answers. It is
clear that with the digital revolution, social media became one of the most common platform
of young people where they can ‘freely” express themselves. This freedom clearly is
understood in a wrong way-it has been turned to free expression of hatred as well. The lack of
effective governmental measures, lack of control of social media platforms themselves and
strategic tools of the NGOs and youth work let to this increase in the recent years. Now, more
than ever, youth work needs to take its strategic role, the youth workers has to step out and be
part of the solution, thus effective methodologies need to be developed in order to prepare
youth workers to face that challenge and educate youth.
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Figure 9 - Do you think that hate speech online increased in recent years?

(Q 10) Do you think users are sufficiently aware of the presence of online hate speech in the
Internet?
With next question we asked the respondents to classify according their opinion how aware of
the presence of online hate speech in the internet users are. The results show that according to
157 people or in percentage – 52,862% think that users are somehow sufficiently aware of the
presence of online hate speech in the internet. 33,333% or 99 people have a different opinion.
According to them people are fully aware of the presence of online hate speech in the Internet
. In the same time only 41 people think that users are not sufficiently aware of the presence of
online hate speech in the Internet. On figure 10 you are able to see a visual representation of
the answers.
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Do you think users are sufficiently aware of the presence of online hate speech in the Internet?

Figure 10 - Do you think users are sufficiently aware of the presence of online hate speech in
the Internet?

(Q 11) Are you aware/prepared to respond to hate speech online?
As there are many ways to respond of hate speech online with the following question of our
survey we aimed to make participant who are feeling the report to determine how
aware/prepared they feel to respond to hate speech online. The results shown on figure 11
show that 137 or in percentage – 46,128% feel they are aware and prepared to respond to hate
speech online. The rest 53,87% are distributed between the answers “No” and “I am not sure”.
The number of the responds are quite equal and there is only approximately 4 percentage
difference. 87 people or 29,293% responded they are not sure if they are/prepared to respond
to hate speech online. 24,579% or 73 people said they are not aware/prepared to respond to
hate speech. This question reveals also another reaily-eventhough the majority of the
respondents are experienced youth workers, PM, social media experts, they feel not enough
prepared to respond to hate speech online in an effective way. This clearly shows the gap in
youth work and the urging need-to develop and apply effective methodologies for combating
hate speech.
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Figure 11 - Are you aware/prepared to respond to hate speech online?
(Q 12) How did you or would you respond to online hate speech?
With the next question the Project team asked the respondents to classify, based on their own
experience, the main ways they respond to online hate speech. The data shows that the 2 most
answered questions are “Block user on personal block list” and “Remove content”. Both of
them have been chosen 111 times or in percentage – 37,374% . Continuing “Report to
Content Moderator” with 34,343% or 102 people. 86 people (28,956%) answered that they
will ignore the online hate speech. Continuing, reporting to legal authorities is also classified
as one of the major ways for responding to online hate speech by 76 people or with other
words – 25,589% followed by reporting by scoring system with 22,896% or 68 people. The
next most common way for responding to hate speech online is report to independent hotline
with only 4 answers less than reporting by scoring system. 64 people or in percentage
21,549% said that according to them reporting to independent hotline is a preferred way for
responding to online hate speech. Then the answers which are least prefer by people for
taking a reaction as respond to online hate speech are as it follows: 45 answers or 15,152%
said that they will report user to hosting organization, followed by respond with Counterspeech which is has been chosen 23 times or 7,744%. The rest 4 answers (1,347%) said they
will/did react in another way such as not responding, not using social network. This questions
shows that they are various ways of responding to hate speech as well as that our respondents
would no stay passive, but rather choose one or another action to combat the hate speech
online. Moreover, the question also reveals that there is not one and only right approach to
respond to hate speech online-every case is individual and a blend of approaches need to be
applied in order to have an effective outcome. However, to be able to choose the right one for
each individual case, the youth workers need to be well prepared for that.
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Figure 12 - How did you or would you respond to online hate speech?
(Q 13) Does the right of free speech justify hate speech?
The next question shows the perception of people whether the right of free speech justify hate
speech. The collected data shows that 100 people or 33,670% think that the right of free
speech justify hate speech. Meanwhile 189 people or 63,636% think there is a difference
between the two terms. Only 8 people or 2,694% answered in another way (they are not sure,
every country should protect the human rights, depends on the personal definition). This
question is very particular and can lead to lots of discussions because it is rather difficult to
draw the line between the freedom of expression and hate speech. The majority of the
respondents do share the belief that even the crusial human right of freedom of expression can
not justify hate speech. But also a big number of respondents share the belief that hate speech
can actually be justified by freedom of expression as essential human right. The answers
given shows one more time the lack of common frame, effective training systems and
methodologies for youth workers in the context of human rights education and hate speech.
Thus we now see even more the existing gap and the necessity of our project and we do
believe we can make a difference for youth workers all around Europe dealing with those
sensitive topics.
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Figure 13 - Does the right of free speech justify hate speech?
(Q 14) Do you think the measures that are taken online to limit/ stop hate speech are
effective?
As we got to know there are different measures and actions which could be taken online to
limit/stop hate speech. Here comes the question whether they are effective or not. That’s why
the next question of the survey is “Do you think the measures that are taken online to limit/
stop hate speech are effective?”. According to 158 people or 53,199% the measures that are
taken online to limit/stop hate speech are not effective. 38,047% or 113 people think that the
measures are effective followed by 36 people or 8,754% for whom is hard to distinguish.
More than half of the respondents classify the existing measures for combating hate speech
online as not effective which again underlines the necessity of new approaches,
methodologies, more flexibility and boosting the role of youth work and encouraging youth
workers to step out and engage more effectively to reach out effective results.
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Figure 14 - Do you think the measures that are taken online to limit/ stop hate speech are
effective?
(Q 15) Are you aware of any counter-narrative tools/ method in the youth field which you can
use to react in case of hate speech?
According to the results shown of figure 15, 89 people or in percentage 29,966% think they
are aware of any counter-narrative tools/ method in the youth field which you can use to react
in case of hate speech. 181 people or 60,943% do not know any counter-narrative tools/
method in the youth field which you can use to react in case of hate speech but would like to
learn. And only 27 people or 9,091% answered that they are not aware of any counternarrative tools/ method in the youth field which you can use to react in case of hate speech.
The majority of the respondents are not aware of the counter-narrative methodology to be
applied to combat hate speech, which shows the need of proper e-courses dedicated to that
topic. Using counter and alternative narratives as a tool to tackle hate speech can be crucial in
the fight against hatred and discrimination and needs to be further explored. This questions
reveals once more the missing elements and the gap in youth work and highlights the need to
ensure tailored, customized professional learning courses for youth workers to get prepared
enough to face the challenge of increasing hate speech and respond in an effective way.
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Are you aware of any counter-narrative tools/ method in the youth field which you can use to react in
case of hate speech?

Figure 15 - Are you aware of any counter-narrative tools/ method in the youth field which you
can use to react in case of hate speech?
(Q 16) Which of the following communities/ groups do you think are more often victims of
hate speech?
Our next question asked the respondents to classify on their opinion the which of listed groups
or communities are more often victims of hate speech. The data shows that for 92 people or
30,976% is hard to decide which one is more often and they believe that all the listed are often
victims. According 87 of the people or 29,293% the most often group which is a victim of
hate speech is migrants/ refugees. Continuing with roma people (35 people answered that
way or in percentage 11,785%) followed by religious groups which has been chosen by 32
people or 10,774%. According to 22 people (7,407%) the next group which is often a victim
of hate speech is LGBT community. The rest 29 people said that people with disabilities (19
answers or 6,397%) and 10 people (3,367%) mentioned other groups (all of the listed, except
people with disabilities, minorities, women, for some it is hard to decide, ethnical minorities).
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Figure 16 - Which of the following communities/ groups do you think are more often victims
of hate speech?
(Q 17) What’s the best way for youth workers to acquire skills to combat hate speech online?
With the following question people needed to classify the best way for youth workers to
acquire skills to combat hate speech online. The collected data shows that according to 165
people (55,556%) the best way for youth workers to acquire skills to combat hate speech
online is online courses/ E-learning materials. 45,791% (136 people) think that exchange of
good practices is the best way for youth workers to acquire skills to combat hate speech
online. For 105 people (35,354%) the best way is university/ school’s workshops/ classes
followed by manuals which was chosen by 93 people or 31,313% of those who filled the
survey. The rest 50 answers are distributed between offline campaigns in the community ( 42
answers (14,141%)) and other (5 answers (1,684%)). Those who answered other mentioned
other methodology such as training courses, a mix of several from the above mentioned. The
collected data reveals the needs of youth workers and e-courses are defined by the majority of
respondents as most effective way to acquire skills, which shows that the project`s foreseen ecourse are needed and will be used by the youth workers.
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Figure 177 - What’s the best way for youth workers to acquire skills to combat hate speech
online?

(Q 18) What is the biggest challenge youth workers face when dealing with hate speech
online?
The next and pre-last question of the survey makes people to classify the biggest challenge
youth workers face when dealing with hate speech online. According to majority of people
(176 people (59,259%)) the biggest challenge youth workers face when dealing with hate
speech online is lack of knowledge and competences followed by lack of sufficient country
legislation answered by 97 people (32,660%). With only 4 answers less is lack of sufficient
internal training/ policies of their NGOs. (93 people (31,313%)). Lack of efficient e-learning
courses is another challenge with youth workers face when dealing with hate speech online
according to 88 people (29,630%). Next by number of answers is lack of enough
opportunities of professional training courses which was chosen by 28,956% or 86 people.
There are 2 people (0,673) who pointed other challenges without giving an example. The
collected data shows clearly the lack of proper customized professional training programs and
methodologies for youth workers in terms of dealing with hate speech online
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Figure 188 - What is the biggest challenge youth workers face when dealing with hate speech
online?
(Q 19) Which of the following topics are essential for you and would like to develop your
skills /competences?
The last question asked the respondents to classify on their opinion the essential skills
/competences that needs to be developed. The answers show that 152 people (51,178%)
would like to develop educational goals of media and information literacy to respond to hate
speech followed by 149 people (50,168%) who think they need to work more on assessing
media and information literacy and education initiatives. 141 people (47,475%) from the
respondents want to world more on youth education as tool against hate speech. The other 2
options have been chosen 135 times and 132 times. 135 people (45,455%) think they need to
develop monitoring and discussing hate speech and 132 people (44.444%) feel like they need
to work more on campaigning against advertisers. On figure 19 you can see the visual
division. This question would be taken into account by the Project consortium when
developing the educational modules in our e-learning courses as we aim at developing
customized courses, that can be used by the target group an can really contribute to the
missing gap in youth work in terms of combating hate speech.
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Figure 19 - Which of the following topics are essential for you and would like to develop your
skills /competences?
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CONCLUSIONS

The Survey managed to reach out the total number of 301 people, not only from the countries
of the Project consortium, but also from non-partner countries. The majority of the
respondents came from Latvia and the rest of the respondents are as follows: (Austria – 58
people (19.529%); Bulgaria – 72 people (24,242%); Spain – 72 people (24,242%); Other – 8
people (2,694%). The majority of the people who took part in the survey were identified as
female /a bit over 50%/ which again confirms that more active participation of women in
Eramsus + projects. In terms of age group of the survey respondents, the two major age
groups are 18 – 24 years old / 41,751% /; and 25 – 40 years old or 41,077% which is actually
the group that most of the active youth workers come from. The people who took part in the
survey are from various backgrounds which actually is an added value to the survey and will
help the Project Team to have a deeper understanding of the topic. The majority of the
respondents are active youth workers – 91 people or (30,64%); followed by the group of
project managers – 82 people (27,609%). Those two groups are actually the ones most active
in the youth field and the ones facing the issue of tackling hate speech on daily basis. We also
have the experience of volunteers, social media experts and others as well. The data from the
survey also implies that 23 people or (5,724%) have a occupation in different fields such as:
project assistant, Pr, trainer, MD in pension, Physician, consultant for economic questions,
finance of projects, social worker, entrepreneur, administrator, teacher, coordinator of
volunteers and web designer. Moreover, it means that the survey will represent different
contexts by analyzing the hate speech from various points of view which is rather essentialthis way the Consortium can use the experience of diverse group of experts tackling hate
speech in a different way corresponding to their role. Being able to measure the experience of
such diverse group is giving us the opportunity to view the issue from various angles, to see
the bigger picture and have the different parts of the puzzle and come out with effective tools
and methodologies to be helpful for youth workers to tackle hate speech. Part of the key
findings reveal the experience of the survey respondents with hate speech- 54,209% have
been witnessed of hate speech Those who answered as also shared what type of hate speech
they have been witness. More than 80% of the people shared they witness hate speech online
and in social network. This question already clearly shows a worrying trend-the increase of
hate speech online due to digital revolution and social media existence. This directly is linked
to the next question whether hate speech online or offline is more common. Once more, the
respondents identify hate speech online as a major issue- According to the received data, the
results give a clear answer to the question. About 74,074% believe that hate speech is more
common online than offline which clearly shows not only the role of social media in
spreading hate speech but also the urging need to get effective steps to combat the
phenomena. The next question in the survey defines whether the respondents are aware of
ways and approaches to tackle hate speech-46,128% feel they are aware and prepared to
respond to hate speech online. The rest 53,87% are distributed between the answers “No” and
“I am not sure”. This question shows that even the respondents are experienced in the youth
field or social media experts, there is still a missing gap when it comes to the sufficient
competences to tackle hate speech. Once more, having in mind the professional background
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of the survey respondents, it is surprising to see that there is such lack of knowledge and
experience with using counter and alternative narratives to combat hate speech. Only 29,966%
think they are aware of any counter-narrative tools/ method in the youth field. Moreover,
60,943% haven’t experienced counter narrative methodology as way to tackle hate speech.
This question will help the project consortium to build more effective e-learning courses,
highlighting the importance of counter and alternative narratives. Moreover, the need of
developing practical e-courses is justified by the next questions which is the best way for
youth workers to acquire skills and competences. More than 50% of the survey respondents
identified e-learning courses as such. This motivates the project to develop tailored
professional e-learning courses which will increase the quality of youth work and fill the gap
in regards to responding to hate speech trough human rights education. For developing the
effective and customized e-learning courses very helpful was the question with the needed
knowledge and competences-thus our courses will be based on real need analyzes. The
answers show that more than 50 % would like to develop educational tools of media and
information literacy to respond to hate speech followed by pretty much same amount who
think they need to work more on assessing media and information literacy and education
initiatives, thus those topics will be surely covered in the courses.
Base on the that the consortium of partners came up with the following educational modules
that will be created:
1. Understanding and identifying hate speech
2. Fighting hate speech towards vulnerable groups through social media. If hate speech
happens in social media channel how can you use the same social media to fight
against it. Fake news. New technologies
3. Skills, knowledge and competences for youth workers and volunteers needed to
counter hate.
4. Counter and alternative narratives as tools to respond to hate speech. Successful
strategies of NGOs and institutions for improving, monitoring and reporting hate
speech.
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Annex 1

1.Country of residence
-Bulgaria
-Latvia
-Austria
-Spain
2.What is your age group?
-17- or younger
- 18 -24 years old
- 25- 40 years old
-41- 60 years old
- 60 + years old
3.What is your gender?
-Male
-Female
- Prefer not to say
4.What is your occupation?
-Youth workers
-Project manager
-Student
-Social media expert
-Other * please specify

5.Have you ever been a witness of hate speech?
- Yes
- No
If yes -> Please, describe

6.If you are witnessing hate speech in public (ex. public transport/ supermarket/ on the street)
what would you do/ how are you going to react?
-

I am going to intervene right away and tell the aggressor to stop and defend the
aggressed person until the situation is resolved
I won’t interrupt/ I will continue with my daily choirs
I will intervene in the situation if someone else intervenes first
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-

I won’t intervene but I will film/ take a photo of the situation and post it online to
raise awareness
I will try to intervene but if the person is too aggressive I will step out of the
situation

7.Do you think hate speech is more common online then offline?
- Yes
- No
8.Do you think online hate speech can influence and lead to acts of aggression in reality?
- Yes
- No
9. Do you think that hate speech online increased in recent years?
-

Yes
No
Don´t know

10.Do you think users are sufficiently aware of the presence of online hate speech in the
Internet?
-Fully aware
-Somehow aware
-Not aware
11.Are you aware/prepared to respond to hate speech online?
-Yes
-No
-I’m not sure

12.How did you or would you respond to online hate speech? (Multiple choice)

-

Block user on personal block list
Ignore it
Remove content
Report by scoring system
Report to Content Moderator
Report to independent hotline
Report to legal authorities
Report user to hosting organisation
Respond with Counter-speech
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-

Other (please specify)

13.Does the right of free speech justify hate speech?
-

Yes, we are all free to say whatever we want
No, there is a difference between the two terms
Other

14.Do you think the measures that are taken online to limit/ stop hate speech are effective?
-

Yes
No
If yes> Please specify: …..

15.Are you aware of any counter-narrative tools/ method in the youth field which you can use
to react in case of hate speech?
-

Yes, (Please specify which….)
No, but I would love to learn
No,

16.Which of the following communities/ groups do you think are more often victims of hate
speech?
-

Migrants/ Refugees
Religious groups (Muslims, Jews etc.)
Roma people
LGBT community
People with disabilities
All of the listed
Other

17.What’s the best way for youth workers to acquire skills to combat hate speech online?
-Online courses/ E-learning materials
-University/ school’s workshops/ classes
-Manuals
-Exchange of good practices
-Offline campaigns in the community
-Other

18.What is the biggest challenge youth workers face when dealing with hate speech online?
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-Lack of sufficient internal training/ policies of their NGOs
-Lack of sufficient country legislation
-Lack of knowledge and competences
–Lack of efficient e-learning courses
- Lack of enough opportunities of professional training courses
- Other

19. Which of the following topics are essential for you and would like to develop your skills
/competences?
- Monitoring and discussing hate speech
- Campaigning against advertisers
- Assessing media and information literacy and education initiatives
- Educational goals of media and information literacy to respond to hate speech
- Youth education as tool against hate speech
- Other
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